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Since the last Panacea newsletter, we have witnessed 81 resignations of corrupt major bankers and
political figures dated Nov 7th 2011. Countries have fallen into such a magnitude of debt that their
financial recovery is impossible. Syria’s growing death toll regime violating human rights, Iran set up
and their nuclear scientist murdered. The radiation levels in Japan spreading and cancer risks
escalating. Extensive chemtrail spraying is recorded from unidentified planes. The “average Joe”
none the wiser about decentralized FREE energy devices which have been and gone.
As a result of their suppression, we have seen numerous living species of plants and animals
disappearing, impoverishing culture and diversity, as well as Earth’s precious resources.
Cancer, heart disease and diabetes rising, Big Pharma making record profits and new drugs based on
the population’s ignorance of alternative medicine and plant based whole food nutrition. The
continued suppression of alternative cancer treatments like Black Salve, plus much more, is there
any possible good news to add to this?
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This Panacea newsletter will attempt to do so. The growing numbers of truth movements surfacing
around the world are thankfully realizing why Panacea’s PUBLIC educational goals began over 5
years ago. From the recent Thrive movement, to we are change , David Icke, Alex Jones, Michael
Tsarion, ProjectNsearch etc and the Zeitgeist series... All have one thing in common: the specific goal
of public education about alternative sustainable systems.
To examine the present flaws, identify the corrupt and failed system, publicly educate the sustainable
alternatives and recruit the needed participation for changeover. Panacea‐BOCAF
The plan to implement the truth movement’s goals effectively can only start with the global PUBLIC
awareness of them. We need to consider publishing our content in ALL languages, most if not all of
the truth movements education is presently in English. Volunteers are needed to start with some
content and work our way up.
A select group of truth movements present “pieces of the [educational] puzzle”. A good balance of
presenting education, what’s wrong with the system along with INTERACTIVE solutions is objective.
The scope of all the education presented on the Panacea site(s) in alternative medicine, free energy,
banking reform, permaculture / biodaynamic / urban farming, self sufficiency, and sustainable
development (like Industrial hemp) is VAST and WORK better than any current design. ALL these
alternatives are not covered in other truth movement’s resources at this time. These alternatives are
also not taught in the mainstream curricula or policed.
The goals of the truth movements is to make the population (needs to expand to the global
population) aware and “onboard” to implement change. Hence they are educational groups
attempting to do a job with limited or in some cases no resources. Mainstream charities have an
allocated budget; this is where we need to head.

A drawing metaphorically representing
the global educational problem

Truth movements are far advanced in social development goals by having the material to EDUCATE
the public in alternatives that can police corruption. Utilizing merely A THIRD of the current
MAINSTREAM charities resources would be world transforming, IE: Compare what the cancer
industry “charities” budget has ACHIEVED to what alternative cancer treatments have achieved.
With such a budget allocated to our line of work the public’s health and environment would take a
swift new course. Alternative cancer treatments have statistical efficacy over allopathic medical
treatment, yet health care in the west excludes them. Mainstream charities get the money but
produce no results.
Panacea is the only truth movement presenting successful alternative cancer treatments and
recruiting needed volunteers to gain medical proof to ensure that we educate the public. This is
only one example of our UNIQUE educational program(s). THUS, we must have a coordinated
effort in the truth movements –AND any one pout there with talent or ideas that can help us raise
funds is needed.
Gaining GLOBAL public credibility by implementing or effectively educating just ONE of these
alternatives IE‐ in alternative cancer treatments, suppressed free energy technology or banking
reform education etc means that the truth movements gain a CREDIBLE public face, such credibility
enables us all to GO ON to present the “rest of the picture” to where it counts, the GLOBAL
mainstream public. How do you get the global mainstream to “look in our direction”? This is a goal
that all the truth movements are currently trying to achieve. Panacea is presently planning our
THIRD TV appearance this year; more details will be mentioned in this newsletter.
Without independent truth movements like Panacea the public has no infrastructure to cover such
VAST subject matter. WE need the complete puzzle presented, or we delay progress. Creating
infrastructure to enable the GLOBAL population (all languages needed) to participate to reform

what the government or UN is not reforming is a proven and effective solution. YES what the UN
and governments have not been able to address has been changed by a web based organization
….and who does this?
It may shock you but this has been going on for many years, however they do not [YET] include the
subject matter that truth movements do. Think of the potential if they did. This organization is not
corrupt and continues to make the UN and government(s) reform things where otherwise they
would not have. This organization does this by presenting education on issues to a global audience in
order to inspire them to act. This is reinforcing the Panacea statement; we have a global educational
crisis on our hands, nothing more.

Whole food plant based nutrition.
A proven track record in preventing and treating disease

We are referring to the Avaaz, organization. You can check their highlights to see how that without
their efforts there would have been no real changes. The UN and government work on the entire
public’s budget and could do nothing to make these changes; it was the NO BUDGET public / Avaaz
organization that did it through an independent organization. Need we say more? We think we need
too. What you are doing by even reading this counts, your donations and help count. Avaaz is a
global web movement to bring people‐powered politics to decision‐making everywhere.
Quote ‐A transnational community that is more democratic, and could be more effective, than the
United Nations. — Suddeutsche Zeitung.
Avaaz—meaning "voice" in several European, Middle Eastern and Asian languages—launched in
2007 with a simple democratic mission: organize citizens of all nations to close the gap between the
world we have and the world most people everywhere want. Avaaz empowers millions of people
from all walks of life to take action on pressing global, regional and national issues, from corruption

and poverty to conflict and climate change. Our model of internet organizing allows thousands of
individual efforts, however small, to be rapidly combined into a powerful collective force. (Read
about results on the Highlights page.)
The Avaaz community campaigns in 15 languages, served by a core team on 6 continents and
thousands of volunteers. We take action ‐‐ signing petitions, funding media campaigns and direct
actions, emailing, calling and lobbying governments, and organizing "offline" protests and events ‐
‐ to ensure that the views and values of the world's people inform the decisions that affect us all.
http://www.avaaz.org/en/about.php End Quote

How do you make the UN and governments do things like this? Here is a clue.
•

13,663,365
members worldwide
• 70,893,505
actions taken since January ‘07
• 193
countries with Avaaz members
Can you imagine the truth movements EDUCATION applied as effectively with the same caliber of
support and budget? Panacea can, please read on. What is the capacity of the Avaaz members
knowing about the truth movement’s goals? What is the capacity of their members getting
governments and the UN to implement our area of education? A guaranteed capacity...
Avaaz are a proof of concept; whether the government/UN is ignorant or corrupt they can and
ARE being reformed by a GLOBAL internet organization. Our efforts need the same amount of
members, exposure and funding to work as intended, nothing more. This is the good news
Panacea mentioned at the start of the newsletter, yes, we can all do this, this is HOW IT HAS BEEN
DONE.
We must focus on the now global truth movement’s subject matter and reach people. This is where
Panacea stands with this effort and how we make donations go to where they need too. Global
“Avaaz mode” participation CAN force the UN and governments to progressively adapt “Self
sufficient eco‐municipalities” which by design include ecological and social justice values in its
charter.
Eco‐municipalities are already successfully operating, so are other self sufficient communities. Their
“ecological and social justice values charter “keeps corruption from surfacing and their community
vbalanced beyond any other. One only needs to look at the living examples of these to learn why
they do not suffer the same problems/hardships as we do. Övertorneå, are a Eco‐municipality, their

government operations recently became 100 per cent fossil fuel‐free, demonstrating that
unsustainable municipal practices really can be overhauled. There are many more examples.

Successful Eco‐municipalities – The community of Övertorneå

In previous newsletters Panacea has featured the Damanhur Eco‐Community which has probably
one of the best banking reforms or financial system in its self sufficient model.
This remarkable internal economic system remains “in full compliance with Italian law” and its
development is being carefully monitored by the Italian national bank. The Creditors are even taxed
as if they were Euros.
“All Credit carries a phrase in Sacred Language, the ideogrammatic language that characterizes
Damanhurian art.” Damanhur's “complementary currency”, which is considered by experts to be the
most sustainable one of its kind, fuels their community‐owned businesses/services; most of these
companies and cooperatives are united under the umbrella of something called the Dh Crea
Consortium. The Damanhurian coins are universally accepted by this network of producers and
consumers. “On arrival in the Federation it is possible to convert currency at the Welcome office or by
means of specially located change machines positioned around the territories.

Damnahir coins

Unused Crediti can easily be re‐converted to Euro when necessary”. They have proven that “it is
possible to revitalize an area that has become depressed as a result of de‐
industrialization...Reference
This DESIGN has flourished into a self‐governing federation with its own constitution and a territory
extending over 500 hectares in Valchiusella and the Alto Canavese area at the foothills of the
Piedmont Alps. The large eco‐society, based upon spiritual values and human solidarity, has become
a pioneering research centre for alternative energy, organic farming, and integrated therapies. It
boasts of a viable economy with its own currency (Damanhur Credito is on par with Euro), business
enterprises, schools and an Open University, similar to the open source Panacea University.
They have all this in their charter. The Rothchild banking system cannot exist there by design, the
IMF cannot lend them money which they would never be able to repay and thus allow corporations
to reap their natural resources for toxic products. If the global population knew about this
EDUCATION, they would not let the IMF continue.
The unjust and unsustainable systems are only quelled by DESIGN, if countries leave the opportunity
open, BY DESIGN THEY will manifest. The pharmaceutical drugs cannot exist there by design,
education on plant based whole foods is connected to their charter, they are connected to NATURE
and cannot abuse it BY DESIGN. In fact any unsustainable industry is not able to surface due to their
educational model. There is never any need for them or ever will be, it’s as if they never existed at
all.

Damanhur ‐ The School of Meditation

Due to the present education system (where the conditioning begins) in the world, the benefits of
“development” are not shared equitably and there is no moral code taught to prevent the gap
between rich and poor widening. But the sustainable system to do so exists and operates in certain
communities. They are doing the best so far.
Where there is no CHARTER voted in by countries inhabitants for community designs that ensure
their basic needs are met and human development is primarily about being more, not having
more...Injustice, poverty, ignorance, and violent conflict are widespread and the cause of great
suffering. The dominant patterns of production and consumption are causing environmental
devastation, the depletion of resources, and a massive extinction of species.
We must join together to bring forth a sustainable global society founded on respect for nature,
universal human rights, economic justice, and a culture of peace. Everyone shares responsibility for
the present and future well‐being of the human family and the larger living world. Human
development must be defined by the absence of GLOBAL disease, suffering, and stability in all
countries and of their species and environments. These systems exist but need your help to reach
everyone.
The Avaaz is one proven organizational METHOD which can enable these charters to spread globally.
An example of a self sufficient model which progressively adapts this charter involves: New energy
technologies, ecotourism, industry, and on‐site research & development facilities, as well as waste‐
to‐energy facility and all‐alternative energy housing. Permaculture, biodynamic and urban farming,
aquaponics, biofuels, nanotechnology, energy‐savings devices and thermo technology.
Nearly ALL of any community’s materials can be created, we need to stress again nearly ALL can be
created by the use of industrial hemp‐ Building, housing, clothing, alternative fuel and essential fatty
acids which are proven to treat and prevent cancer. These are only some of the elements that apply
to a self sufficient model and can be enforced with the Avaaz model. If Avaaz supported this, the UN
and governments MUST act.

Their method of changeover must HELP truth movements so that they do not deviate, this is what
Panacea does, Where the Thrive movement devotes time to the “torus”, it has no practical
application in solutions or their intended solutions.

The Thrive movement showing the Torus theory

Thrive also left out permaculture, the Avaaz model, HEMP, alternative cancer treatments and
medicine and much more that applies to the truth movements. Panacea will be doing a radio
interview about how to help “Thrivers” in the next few months. We will be posting it in our news
section. We will create a photo slide show of our interview/ ideas to help them.
Just to make the point of not deviating and focusing on interactive solutions like Avaaz, Zeitgeist
devoted time to religion. Later, Peter Joseph had to make up for this lost time and focus on the real
problem, not religion, but solutions. As it stands, their solutions involve a resourced based economy.
Changeover methods to ALL our related subject matter is here, we must devote our educational
efforts.

Zeitgeist founder Peter Joseph talking about a
resourced based economy

David Icke spent a considerable amount of time first proclaiming that he is not only “Jesus Christ”
but on his reptilian “theories”. David devoted books and much of his talks on it. If even half of that
time was spent on presenting a model like Avaaz has for public participation into solutions, we may

have built up numbers. Thankfully today David does not devote as much of his time to such subject
matter.

David Icke,

We could mention a whole host of other presenters, solutions are where they have had to come
back to and make up for lost time. This is where Panacea is different. We must all work together to
present the universal truths that apply to ALL, not relate to minority groups perspective or theories
which have changed NOTHING. What we have applies to EVERY ONE regardless of race, religion,
theory of the universe or creed. This is the only truth we can know. We do not wish to take anything
away from these individuals enthusiasm nor critique them in any way but help address our
problems efficiently.
On that Note……..
One thing that is largely neglected in truth movements is OPEN SOURCE. Also alternative cancer
treatments and the ability to get volunteers onboard to produce medical proof which can only police
the medical industry and politicians. Hence Panacea has begun to do it. Update on our alternative
medicine research –Alternative cancer treatment: Black Salve Warning some graphic photos follow
IMPORTANT disclaimer (for the Medical Mafia): All information on this website is for educational
purposes only. It is not a means to diagnose or treat any illness or disease, and is not intended to
replace the advice of doctors or other licensed healthcare professionals. We do not provide medical
advice in any way whatsoever. All matters concerning physical and mental health must be supervised
by a licensed healthcare practitioner who has experience of treating that particular condition. We do
not directly or indirectly give medical advice, nor do we prescribe any remedies or treatments
whatsoever. If you choose to self prescribe and treat yourself, we accept no responsibility
whatsoever.
Some of you may remember the previous Panacea newsletter which featured one of our most
respected volunteers Peter James. Peter obtained to the best of our knowledge the world’s only
detailed medical proof of the alternative cancer treatment Black Salve curing his so called “terminal”
SCC cancer.

Panacea volunteer Peter James providing medical proof of Black Salve working

Peter’s world first report was enough to inspire other volunteers to treat themselves with Black
Salve and report their success to Panacea. Panacea plans to use others medical proof to appear on
mainstream TV this year and present a number of other [suppressed] alternative cancer
treatments and truth movement education to help reach the mainstream audience.
We can’t have any credibility unless ALL who use alternative cancer treatment produce allopathic
medical proof. WHY? Obtaining enough allopathic (conventional medicine) medical records means it
will be impossible for the ignorant or corrupt to deny and misrepresent alternative cancer
treatments like Black Salve. It will also prevent ignorance or corruption from continuing to shut
down others selling Black Salve. We must get the numbers up and present enough of these
medical records to the public, we must continue to collect them or the majority of the public will
remain ignorant. Lives can and must be saved.
Panacea has just completed the “Panacea Black Salve video production“ to help the public
education of Black Salve and present Peter’s case. This alternative cancer treatment like many others
has a long history of suppression and neglect. In the Panacea video we announced a nutritional
health program to go with the treatment of Black Salve. This includes – An Organic raw/plant based
whole food menu, juicing, stress reduction and exercise. These are needed to completely treat and
prevent cancer. How can you have a cure or successfully treat cancer without prevention?

Bruce Gorrie is another volunteer featured in the Panacea production who successfully used Black
Salve to treat his skin cancers. Surgery could not eliminate these skin cancers. Bruce has already
begun this diet and exercise WITH Black Salve. Bruce has another cancer which he is willing to treat
“live” for the TV audience, let’s see them debunk this. More volunteers are needed.
We feel that the Panacea exercise and cancer prevention/ treatment diet education is essential to
have with any alternative cancer treatment and one that is long overdue. Panacea’s researchers
have come up with this information, it was very easy t for Panacea to confirm the capacity of this
diet since many have reversed chronic disease by using this menu, however remained under the
radar.

Plant based whole food programs continue to prevent and address so called “chronic” diseases.
Given their record they are by far the best preventative measure we can utilize. However
independent film makers have only been able to present anecdotal evidence and testimonial cases.
Raw juicing and the raw food diet has enabled others to not only treat and reverse cancer, but rid
themselves of their allopathic medical pills/treatments. This alternative medicine approach like Black
Salve automatically invites a “conflict of interest”. The screenshot below profiles real life cases
where juicing and raw foods reversed chronic disease.

.
Real case files presented in the recent documentary www.HungryForChange

Heart disease, diabetes and cancer are the number one killers every day in the west. Who ensures
that the public know how the raw food menus and other plant based whole food menus have
already been applied to successfully eliminate these conditions? These conditions cost BILLIONS.
These menus treat them at “pennies”. The education of them is not profitable to the medical
industry, they will never have any financial interest in them, the government is not regulated, and
they continue to get campaign funds from these interests. Take for example, the cholesterol
lowering drug, and compare it with alfalfa seeds.

Let’s compare plant based whole foods: Alfalfa seeds lower LDL cholesterol In a 1987 clinical study
published in Atherosclerosis, fifteen patients with hyperlipoproteinemia (high blood cholesterol
levels) were given forty grams of alfalfa seeds three times a day for two months. No other changes
were made to the patients' diets. At the end of the study, the patients saw an average 17% decrease
in their overall plasma cholesterol levels and an 18% decrease in their LDL, the so‐called "bad"
cholesterol levels. After the patients stopped eating alfalfa, all of their blood cholesterol levels rose
again. The researchers concluded that adding alfalfa to the diet on a daily basis could help normalize
blood cholesterol levels.
Similar results were found in‐vitro and with rats during a clinical study in 1984. Here, the researchers
used alfalfa sprouts and grass. Liver cholesterol, bile acid excretion and colon structure were
observed in the rats. Alfalfa grass bound significantly with cholesterol. Alfalfa sprouts did as well, but
to a lesser extent. Bile acid absorption was also greater in alfalfa grass than in alfalfa sprouts. Alfalfa
shows promise in healing lupus and other auto‐immune diseases Learn more:
http://www.naturalnews.com/034740_alfalfa_cholesterol_lupus.html#ixzz1qHv3Ai6T
We could mention every single plant based whole food medicine and compare them to the
conditions which drugs now prescribed to treat. Can you now see how they will never get through?
Panacea has already begun filming a resource to give you every plant based whole food menu to use
over “Big Pharma” drugs. Every donation will help us bring this to you, it has cost a lot to get what
research material we have so far, not one has been complete, we believe we can create this now
and can bring this to you, please consider this resource and help donate to us if you can.
Without it, there will never be one resource or a program to collect medical proof. The faculties and
government are not regulated one bit to progressively change over ensures the drugs, food
additives, processed food industries are all “phased out” and that allopathic medical treatment goes
in this direction. The education of these is not perused, but can be with ENOUGH medical records.
Statistically speaking , the pharmaceutical and food industries with the government kill more people
through poor nutrition and drugs than the war. History has showed us the horrifying truth of armed
FDA raids on vitamin shops and health clinics, revealing the terrifying tactics used by federal
regulators to eradicate natural medicine. It has also showed us safe, natural and effective
alternatives to dangerous prescription drugs. These are the natural health solutions the FDA or other
medical body’s wants to ban and Big Pharma hopes you will never discover.
Many researchers have pointed out the "cycle of disease" in modern health care that guarantees
future profits for doctors and drug companies by keeping patients diseased and dependant on
overpriced medications. Given all this, modern medicine is a grand hoax that only traps patients in a
system of medicine that will leave them dead and broke. Let’s not forget Ignorance of natural
treatments that have worked.
Sadly, in the case of Black Salve, we do not [yet] have the “numbers up” with medical records
therefore any corrupt or ignorant medical establishment can ridicule, suppress and not adopt it. This
is presently going on with Black Salve and many other alternative medical treatments.

Taken from the Nirvana Anderson
Black Salve petition video

So far, Panacea has released the CORRECT Black Salve formula into the public domain; open
source once again demonstrates its security. True movements must see the potential in open
source. Vendors began advertising its use for cats, dogs and horses. Now in Australia they have
been shut down proving that we need to do more than just sell Black Salve to the public. Your
NEEDED donations count in helping this objective. The Panacea University has also published a new
course on Black Salve with a lot of additional info and open source information to secure the formula
into the public domain.
Panacea is working with no budget, the Panacea Black Salve video production outlines the details
needed for the creation of facilities like an alternative cancer treatment research clinic for further
security, support and public education. The main function is to help gather further medical proof
for the public and ensure that we educate the GLOBAL public audience in ALL languages.
There are still selfless individuals out there who are prepared to help you, the public and our
children’s future. Panacea’s respected volunteer Michelle Allen is certainly one of them. Michelle
has recently sponsored Panacea with the creation of a very professional looking Black Salve research
site in order to help accumulate medical records and get life saving treatments out there and
without any interference.

A sincere friend of the earth ‐Michelle (Left)
next to a natural health advocate Joe Cross, pioneer
of the “fat sick and nearly dead” juicing documentary.

Michelle has also created the Black Salve facebook site. Alternative treatments for Cancer, Black
Salve information, and real case information will be posted here. If you have used Black Salve, please
use this page to post your story to share with others.
The following website www.blacksalve.org.au (PRESENTLY LIVE BUT UNDER CONSTRUCITON)
features guides, critically needed medical submissions forms, research and general information
about Black Salve successfully treating cancer where allopathic medicine had no answer.

Full credits to Michelle. Inspiring individuals like this
deserves all our thanks and support.

Michelle does not intend to stop there. We hope to soon be able to create a safe Black Salve formula
for the public; Michelle has pledged to donate some proceeds back into helping Panacea.
The creation of the video production, Black Salve Facebook site and the Panacea Black Salve
research website could not have come at a more critically needed time. In the Panacea Black Salve
production, we outlined the history of the suppression of Black Salve, the persecution of Greg Caton
of Alpha Omega Labs plus the story of Ellaine Holingsworth. Today, the suppression of this cheap
and effective natural cancer treatment is continuing. As you read this in Australia, the TGA
(Therapeutic Goods Administration, which is the equivalent of the FDA in the USA) is reporting to the
public that Black Salve is harmful and does not work.
Now ALL websites or vendors who sell Black Salve and even list it for pet use only have been taken
down and threatened with legal action if they continue. It does not stop there, Nirvana Anderson
who presented her Black Salve success story on the net, was even asked by the TGA to take it
down. More details of her story are mentioned later.

Click Banner for Story or Click here

The TGA like the FDA has no independent, evidence based, no aligned no profit entity policing any
suppression by vested interest. Also there is no corporation charter in place preventing the drug
companies from financing politicians. Nirvana Anderson has created a short and sweet list why.

Without these 2 simple reforms, they have no way of ever being policed. This is why the FDA has a
long history of corruption, the TGA also has a record of producing false reports on medication which
cost the Australian tax payer MILLIONS of dollars. Now with the TGA’s false, ignorant or corrupt
report on Black Salve it’s going to cost lives if we don’t, sign a petition, produce more medical proof
to educate the public, or people help with donations to create educational drives.
There is no other way to put it sadly. What structural reforms have been applied since the TGA’s
false claim incident which cost the tax payers millions to prevent the same from reoccurring? None.
Did it just happen again? YES.

Black Salve

The first incident is what happened to Pan Pharmaceuticals. The TGA made false claims and shut
them down. Pan sued and won a massive damages claim but only after the business went bust
because of the TGA. The pressure sent the Pan Managing Director, Jim Selim, to an early grave.

Reference

$67.5 million later, there are still no structural reforms. Who makes sure the TGA answers for Black
Salve? It’s going to cost us more than tax payer money this time. An interesting proven psychology
has been identified which describes any institute, individual or boss having no regard for human life.
Corporate Psychopaths a tested phenomena and well acknowledged as being present in the
commerce community. The above link is a TV report on it. Preventing working natural remedies from
reaching the public like Black Salve can only be described as a corporate psychopath. What is the
TGA doing whilst preventing Black Salve? You be the Judge
As it stands the TGA have produced no evidence to show that Black Salve is unsafe or can reference
any ingredients that they have tested to be unsafe. They just simply state “watch out” Since the
Panacea video production and presentation of medical proof, there have been newspaper articles
and radio announcements that Black Salve is harmful, but no proof showing this.

Is this a coincidence? Ask the FDA or TGA to get the true Black Salve ingredients and apply it to a
cancer patient and show us the proof of their claims; make sure that it was under independent
supervision. They won’t do this. The TGA reports as they stand are completely inaccurate and
without ANY evidence what so ever. Any one suffering from cancer reading their public warning for
the first time may go onto to becoming a statistic of the medical industry and miss out on a proven
cheap and life saving alternative cancer treatment.

A newspaper article – Is this by Big Pharma?

In the following article the TGA stated that it known several cases where their specific UNIDENTIFIED
product has caused severe burns. Now we should have been presented with some evidence of that
right? Well we have nothing; where did they buy the salve what did it contain? Did they even have
cancer? Etc. None of these questions were answered by the TGA.

http://www.abc.net.au/am/content/2012/s3443284.htm

Panacea’s director and Trustee wrote to the TGA in order to any obtain any medical proof, or any
details about a brand of Black Salve that may have caused harm or for any TGA knowledge of
ingredients in Black Salve that have caused harm.
Dear John, For the purpose of this warning, we refer to all brands of Black Salve products as
none of these products have been assessed for safety and may contain the same active
ingredients with the potential of the same adverse reaction.
The information regarding the people who have suffered an adverse reactions, are
confidential, thus unfortunately we will not be able to provide you with that information in
order to protect their privacy.
We trust this information is of assistance.
Kind regards,
OCM Information Officer
Office of Complementary Medicines
Therapeutic Goods Administration (TGA)
tga.gov.au
We have other emails where no one can sign their name to these reports, no proof or evidence that
can be independently validated is supplied, no follow up questions are raised to the nature of this
inquiry, or is anybody at the TGA despite our offers asking for any new information etc.
In the Panacea university Black Salve document, you can see video and web testimonials of
successful Black Salve cases that completely contradict the TGA report. Panacea’s volunteers have
produced medical proof; this is published on our website(s). Why didn’t the TGA investigate these?
They found every Black Salve vendor and threatened them with legal action, so why did they not see

the proof and act on it? A Google search of Black Salve will reveal our site AND MEDICAL RPOOF plus
others’ success stories.
What is more suspicious about the TGA’s behavior is the case of Australian woman Nirvana
Anderson who detailed her experience with Aldara and Cansema Black Salve in her YouTube video.
After watching her father be mutilated by conventional skin cancer treatment, she searched for a
way to treat her skin without harsh chemicals or surgery.
Cansema Black Salve Skin Cancer Australia

In Nirvana Anderson’s video she showed how Black Salve is not harmful to healthy tissue, just like
ALL the videos and web testimonials have been reporting since the 90’s. The following snaps are
extracted from the video and show Nirvana Anderson applying the same Black Salve she used to
successfully treat her cancers on her arm, just to prove a point.

Here we can see the same results the countless others have got with Black Salve

Now to the TGA ‐ This is what Nirvana Anderson describes from her experience in her video
description. ”The TGA sent two men 1,800km to my home to shut down my website where I talked
about Black Salve although I didn't sell it. They had no interest in my results; they just wanted me
to be quiet. This YouTube posting is the only option I now have to present my own experience and
results”.
My 19 treatments cost me $60 which was the cost of one tub of Black Salve. Surgery would have cost
me thousands. I am not a scammer. I am an ordinary Australian mother who watched her father and
other relatives be mutilated by conventional skin cancer treatments. When I stumbled on Black Salve
in 2010, I decided that I should try it so my children could be better informed about options and not
have to surrender to the knife.
My father's skin cancer treatments never ended. He had numerous skin grafts, the most noticeable
was one on his forehead which had long hairs growing out of it. It had been transplanted from a
hairy area of his body and the hairs continued to grow. He used to get up to a hundred cancers burnt
off with liquid nitrogen at one time. All this made it obvious ‐ conventional medicine is not winning
the battle against skin cancer. When you try this product and have good results please pay it
forward. Take photos, keep records of how what happened and post on YouTube. We simply can't
allow this product to remain in the shadows. ‐End Quote Nirvana Anderson Cansema Black Salve Skin
Cancer Australia

Ken Murray is another Aussie “having a crack”. Ken proved the same point, Black Salve is selective, it
goes after the cancer and does not “burn” healthy tissue, nor is it “caustic” to healthy skin as the
TGA claims.

Ken Murray

Ken has made a YouTube video series about his Victory over treating numerous skin cancers on his
face and upper chest area. Over the past 20yrs, Ken has had skin cancers removed by experienced
medical practitioners by liquid nitrogen and by surgery. However, each time they had to do more of
it and still Ken, like many others, had skin cancers. This happens a lot with skin cancer sufferers.
Over the past 7 years, Ken had been using the Cansema Black Salve and very successfully, where
surgery would have left tell tale nasty scars.

Click Banner to view

PART 5 of my victory over Skin Cancer, shows that Cansema Black Salve does NOT burn holes in
normal healthy human skin, or wart like moles, or large freckles or anything that is non‐cancerous.
Cansema Black Salve will only attack skin cancer cells and destroy them, such as basal, squamous
and melanoma carcinomas. There are a number of false accusations about Cansema Black Salve
being a harmful caustic ointment that burns, but this is not true, from my personal experience and
experiences of my friends who have used Cansema Black Salve successfully on skin carcinomas. It is

composed of Bloodroot, Graviola, Chapparal, Galangal, Zinc Chloride and DMSO and only attacks
skin cancer cells.
The following photos have been extracted from Ken’s video and show no damage to healthy skin.
Surprised?

After 24 Hours

In this video, Ken showed FOUR more examples of where the salve was applied to suspected skin
cancers and no caustic action was observed. http://www.youtube.com/user/KenEdMurray/videos

The evidence is COMPLETELY the opposite of what the TGA/FDA reports. We ask again if they can
research the internet to find and shut down Black Salve vendors, why they can’t find these videos
which have been up since the 90s. WE must all change this; they have proven themselves to be false
and ineffective. There simply is NO excuse. Let’s compare what the TGA is currently trying to
suppress with what conventional treatment involves.

Cancers frequently re occur, there is not one recorded case of reoccurrence using Black Salve. Of all
the Black Salve reports numbering in the hundreds, no user has reported cancer reoccurring in the
same place. Black Salve has also been reported to cure Ewing Sarcoma ‐ a bone and muscle cancer
that allopathic medicine has no treatment for.

One of our Heroes‐ Tanya Anderson Cured! ‐ Taken from the One
Answer To Cancer DVD‐ http://www.doctorsaredangerous.com/

The TGA is basically reporting to Ewing Sarcoma victims that Black Salve does not work. The case of
the TGA silencing Nirvana Anderson’s story should be no surprise since another corrupt medical
body the FDA has already illegally kidnapped the original Black Salve vendor Greg Caton. Nirvana
Anderson has made an essential start to help by producing video and...A Petition to de‐criminalize
Cansema Black Salve ‐ SIGN HERE:

Cansema has been successfully removing cancer of all kinds for generations. Currently, only animals
are entitled to this cancer treatment despite overwhelming anecdotal evidence of its effectiveness on
humans. All people should have access to this environmentally clean method of treating cancer
without fear of prosecution or imprisonment. Cansema has the capacity to save taxpayers millions of
dollars in health care. Healthcare shouldn't be about making the biggest profits, it should be about
the right treatment, even if it is cheap and readily available. Taxpayers shouldn't have to bear the
burden of cancer treatments if they are unnecessary because a natural treatment exists. Our
environment suffers when pharmaceutical companies create chemical concoctions which make their
way, through the human body, into our water supplies and their packaging.
If we sent the FDA/TGA Black Salve our medical proof, is there anyone ensuring that they evaluate it
fairly and give an accurate report to the public? How come they gave the warning report in the first
place?
Whether it is corruption or just plain ignorance responsible for the inaccurate TGA Black Salve
report, the TGA produced the Pan Pharmaceutical incident, which like Black Salve were false claims
without adequate investigation, and cost the tax payer in Australia a whopping $67 million.
The TGA have given an inaccurate report. Panacea has other credible data and testimonials on the
Budiwg diet ‐ another alternative cancer treatment which has non toxic success with a growing
number of volunteers. Like Black Salve, this would attract the same scrutiny and lack of
investigation.
Panacea does not intend to go through the same experience in order to bring the public life saving
data. The TGA working on a budget produced an inaccurate report on a treatment that has statistical
efficacy over allopathic medical treatments; Panacea works on NO budget and has produced the
medical proof.
There are MANY other treatments which must not suffer inaccurate reports or claims, ones that are
made with made without adequate investigation.

Healing through understanding and education is not going to come from the pharmaceutical
industries. Clearly, we need an independent body, as we have many more CURES of this capacity
which need independent security, to reach public awareness the TGA must not stop the rest of the
story, and we have a substantial amount of proof and alternative cancer cures that can easily be
shown to have statistical efficacy over the current allopathic medical treatments.
However, the TGA would never let them through. We wish for full support, a budget, and the use of
resources usually allocated to the TGA in order for us to not experience the same interference and
produce results that we know help the public.
Alternative cancer treatments that are diet or natural ingredients based will never have any financial
benefit for pharmaceutical industries, therefore there will never be any peer review or human
clinical trial, there cannot be any financial benefit or incentive for them.
It is therefore FAIR for Panacea to ask that a portion of the budget allocated to the TGA is to be
allocated to Panacea in order to ENSURE we bring forth these and many other treatments, and give
accurate reports to the public. Your support can help these efforts. There is a MYRIAD of alternative
cancer cures that need an independent body to police vested interests and give the public life saving
information. There is no security in medial policing bodies ‐ ask Ron Paul. The FDA And The Drug
Companies Are in Bed Together
New Panacea counter claims to the TGA video announced
Panacea will be producing another public educational video to address the TGA claims and help
recruit a budget to help bring other successful alternative cancer treatments like Black Salve to the
public. In this video we will provide the proof and challenge them, plus ask for you help to forward a
request for them to look into the evidence that Black Salve is effective. We will ask why:
No one can sign their name to these reports
No proof or evidence is supplied that can be independently validated
No follow up questions are raised to the nature of inquiry or asking for any new information etc.
But you can help too even if you don’t use Black Salve. Please ask all you know to join the Black Salve
FaceBook page, this will help our objective substantially. If you cannot donate to help, please share
the FaceBook page and Black Salve websites, and join.
This information needs your help to spread effectively through blogs, friends, community groups and
the media. Panacea has specifically produced a video production to help spread this education.
Please help forward our PDF and our video production to your government members and to as
many people as possible. Without your help, we cannot get this information to the public
effectively.

Click to Join

Panacea humbly ask all our subscribers to at least JOIN and or like the Black Salve FB page
http://www.facebook.com/blacksalve
One person can make a difference and has done so uniformly throughout history. It is a complete
disservice and denial of your abilities to continue to do nothing because you merely think that you
can only do so little. Motivating people to combine efforts to make a difference need not be such a
chore, the corrupt rely on you to think you cannot do anything, nothing more.
Every bit helps. Marty Jurica is one of our volunteers featured in the Panacea Black Salve production
plus our long time friend and supporter. Marty is responsible for first alerting Panacea about Black
Salve. We have all come a long way since then.
Marty has been educating others behind the scenes and helping them to utilize options which their
oncologist is not telling them about. Marty has recently sent us an update of his progress:
I [Martin] Have personally used Black Salve on myself after refusing surgical removal on my face of a
Basal‐cell carcinoma near my eye in 2005, That was sure to leave a scar or worse lose some function
of my eye muscles to a degree, when I applied these ingredient to the area as a paste keeping it away
from my eye the following happened, within one hour I could feel a burning sensation it reacted only
to the BCC and felt as if the reaction was travelling under the BCC I reapplied every 12hrs washing it
off and reapplying after shower over a 48hr period. I had seen hundreds of written testimonials,
photo testimonials and video testimonials from around the world, after watching people die regularly
from cancers under mainstream methods my heart was saying that these people were trying to help
others as they themselves had nothing to gain of telling their story except to help others that had
concerns of cancer.

Martin Jurica

Many of these people had cancers surgically removed prior and the scars were apparent or
sometimes complete body parts were removed, and they all preferred the herbal treatment which
healed back more rapidly and with less scarring. Back to my BCC, the area around the BCC that had
Black Salve on it was slightly red but did not react it was very selective and seemed only to react with
BCC , yes it was sore but I suppose surgical removal would have been sore as well, after 4 days I went
for a swim in the surf and a wave washed my bandage off so I ran back to the car to check my face to
discover a crater like hole where the BCC was, so I applied some paw paw ointment and covered it, it
healed very quickly and in one week the hole was closed up. Within 2 weeks of application, only a
pink area of new skin was visible, and after 7 years the area is still wonderful and people don’t even
believe it was there until I show them the photos.

Marty is cancer free after all this time, not one out of
40+ cases present has any one had cancer reoccur
in the same place using Black Salve, NOT ONE.

That smile is one of freedom that Marty works EVERY day to share with others.
I have since removed 8 other smaller spots on my face, much smaller as I applied it earlier whilst
spot is in initial stages or a brown or scaly spot appears , and have also removed a mole from my
arm after my sister removed one with it on her stomach. This is me 7 years later I have removed a
few more spots on my eyebrow and forehead and a lump on my nose that came up like a pimple but
never popped and just went hard, I put the salve on it and it had no reaction and my mum removed
one off her face and when I asked how she applied it, she said she pricked the lump just on top of the
skin so I did the same and put a tiny bit of salve on it and it reacted and fell out in 5 days and the
small hole only 1mm deep and wide filled up in a week and within a month was hard to find where it
had been…
In Marty’s updated report to Panacea, there is a world first accomplishment with Black Salve. Marty
coached his friend Tony to remove 25 cancer spots over 3 months, seven years later he has removed
over 70! This is a significant number of cancers; imagine what surgery and other treatments would
have left behind. Individuals in Panacea make the difference, pure and simple. Here is Tony’s section
taken from the report:
Tony removed 25 spots over a period of 3 months. Seven years later he has removed over 70. His
initial removals are barely visible compared to the surgically removed spots of course the larger ones
are more visible but because it doesn’t seem to destroy healthy tissue.

A Photo of one of Tony’s many successfully
removals of cancer using Black Salve

Marty’s report will be archived in the Panacea university online course. Thanks to Marty, surgery and
other treatments left no devastation, many others are suffering especially breast cancer patients but
don’t have to. Marty is not stopping there; he donated 2 Black Salve containers to us to help others.

We cannot survive without your donations, if we were funded, we could do a lot more. Please don’t
think that any contribution does not count. We hope to produce more medical records to help public
health with these resources. Panacea is the only known truth movement who is intent on
recruiting volunteers to gather allopathic medical proof and biofeedback plus help illustrate the
merit for facilities to do more with alternative medicine.
Until we all help, websites selling Black Salve will remain shut down, plus all the people getting
results will remain under the public’s radar. We are in the middle of the alternative cancer treatment
course and video production which will have a substantial portion dedicated to the creation of the
clinic we mention to help get allopathic medical proof and educate the prevention diets.

There is presently a clinic in Ecuador curing breast cancer , however they are afraid of authorities
persecuting them so do not advertise. How will the world know without an independent body
getting medical proof? These are the problems we plan to address in our PDF and video.
Panacea Trustee Rolf has acquired a live blood cell analysis microscope to help study open source
software and medical biofeedback. We are still learning this but this can substantial to prove that
alternative medical treatments like colloidal silver and MMS (miracle mineral supplement). Both
have been shown or reported to eliminate bacteria, hence we plan to recruit volunteers in the
Sydney Australia area to show this data. Enough of these medical reports will help the many MMS
dispensers who are presently being persecuted; it will also help others treat themselves.

Click for Story

Panacea’s Free energy research
To our free energy research, there have been numerous expressions of enthusiasm with free energy
technology lately, and very little on the open source front. As this newsletter was being compiled,
thankfully Johan from South Africa who we have conversed within the past, is now creating an open
source version of Bob Boyces Hex controller. We already have everything minus the hex controller
circuit to begin construction of this and will get straight onto it when it’s released.
We have been given much news on the commercial E‐cat , Hidro and the new South African device.
Panacea was offered special advantages to show case and dispense Hidro and the E‐cat, for the E‐cat
there was just too much money needed to be raised, perhaps we will have some luck with the South
African device. Soon we will create a funding drive to help evaluate and test this device. It seems
very “cheap” for 5Kw, to the best of our knowledge, it’s around 6 thousand dollars, when it appears
on the market, hopefully we can raise this to test it and report good news.
A public demonstration from our end means we can wake the public up to subject matter their
company could not, hence we feel it is objective of Panacea doing demonstrations with it.

Back to open source, in the mean time, in this report will have an update on what we class as the
best open source free energy device out there: Dr Stifflers SEC exciter.

Panacea’s near SEC infinity light replication

Also in this newsletter we will have the final report on our investigation into the Steorn technology,
plus our plans to investigate and build the new gravity machine, and new research courses on the
Panacea university site. We will also be reporting unique achievements with Fuel savings results
from our volunteers, weather engineering updates, open source raw whole food nutrition course
updates and getting back to work!
It has be an enduring time for us this last month, Panacea’s head office and work shop has fallen to
pieces, extensive white ant damaged has occurred to our workshop and office forcing us to have to
relocate. A time consuming task, and of great expense, the Australian trustee head office and work
shop has now relocated. Please update your address book for us.
Panacea Australian Head office mailing address
Care of Panacea
12/23 Darryl street Loganlea Queensland Australia 4131
Phone (+61) 7 34725557
Please take a moment to see the photos of the damage to our head office and work shop; this is so
we can make the point why we need to EDUCATE about making houses out of industrial hemp. Not
only are they white ant proof but fireproof and renewable.
Despite this location being in ruins for years Some of the Panacea Trustee’s “toughed it out” for a
few years so we could cut expenses and put it all back into building what you our subscribers, donors
and volunteers have built and achieved today. Given the chance, we would do it all again.

Extensive white ant damage to our Australian headquarters.
These dwellings are at a near collapse.

Front and back entrance to the Panacea office and workshop nearly completely ruined – access was risky.

Left: Andrew Gardiner, Panacea co founder, engineer, trustee, video editor, mover (and shaker), alternative cancer
treatment volunteer, guess a job at Panacea means you have to do everything ‐ never a dull moment

On that note – that’s enough of our winning, we have much work to do, Welcome to your nonprofit
organizations newsletter in March 2012, we have been very busy.
The Panacea directors and trustee’s would like to sincerely thank all our special friends and donators
for your help, interests and kind words, they mean very much to us, Panacea is struggling, but you
keep us alive with your help, well wishing, support, volunteer work and when you can, your
donations. We hope to have a new newsletter report for you as per usual sometime in October

2012. We wish to thank all your sincere efforts and our dear friends; we will do our best to bring
more good news to our community in future.
The Trustee’s Panacea‐BOCAF

Main page news

Panacea’s unique fuel saving research and results continues. It has been a long 4 year haul for us to
find you open source and proprietary cheap low cost effective fuel savers and pollution reduction
devices to improve public health and reduce an economic burden.

Panacea's "SPAD" Installation ‐ We were able to save up to
up to 30% in the diesel consumption of this tractor using this
open source retrofit.

This time, it’s our volunteers reporting the hard work. Panacea has almost completed a volunteer
testimonial video production featuring the best record of savings we have seen using low cost
modifications.
Our volunteers report $30 ~ $40 back at fill up. In one case 23% with a trailer resulted in $40 back at
fill up. Another getting 19%, and let’s not forget public health that benefits from this.

We have MANY such cases reporting on these video results using the low cost Z5 modification
TOGETHER with the Xtreme Fuel Treatment. One case using the magnets and Z5 together. This is a
new hybrid fuel saving concept we have come up with and its certainly has paid off.

Z5 and EXtreme Fuel Treatment

Sadly these are not open source. However we wil be open sourcing a magnet saver this year. Here is
a sample of cases taken from the Panacea Z5 and XFT fuel saving results video production. This
production is expected to be completed soon.

Gavin ‐ 23% Saving even with his trailer using
the Z5 and Xtreme Fuel Treatment: ~$40 back each fill up

Phillip ‐ 15% using just the Z5 alone.

Mark ‐ $30 + back at each fill up, nearly 20% using the Z5
and Xtreme Fuel Treatment combined.

Jed‐ Jed achieved an extra 100K’s out of his tank using the fuel
magnets and Z5 together; he is presently adding the XFT

As we were authoring this newsletter, a great supporter and volunteer of ours Evan Young sent us
more good news, this is the sort of thing that makes us happy:
This is a photo of my trip counter. With both XFT and Z5 I have taken my turbo diesel 1990 Pajero
from 730km to 873km per tank. A 19% improvement! At $1.51/L for diesel and after XFT, it is about
$20 a tank in savings.

Screenshot taken from Evan Young’s report‐
Evan is Panacea’s resident Anarcho Vegan

I drive a lot with my band so it won't take too long to make the Z5 money back. ‐Evan

Evan is using the XFT and Z5, cheap and effective fuel saving and pollution reduction modifications

Supporters like Evan that has really encouraged us to search and achieve, it is our volunteers at the
end of the day who we owe all our success too. Evan is experimenting with some wind resistant
mods and soon we will get some magnets down to him, we can even add 5% to that 19 with another
modification, it will be significant.
This is only a small portion of what’s on the new up and coming video, let’s not forget the 17%
Panacea achieved in a cement truck. These videos are on our fuel saving page. Panacea also
achieved a 10% gain with a hydrogen gas splitting cell, we are still testing this device. We hope to
have finalized our hydrogen tests by the next newsletter. The new fuel saving compilation video will
be published on our fuel saving page by the next newsletter.
Please subscribe to our channel or check the news section for it, we don’t know of any other low
cost modes that have achieved such high savings. A unique contribution one of our volunteers has
achieved is a tax deduction of the Z5 and Xtreme Fuel Treatment, if you can prove you use your
vehicle for work, then guess what? You can claim these modifications back on tax, and then they
make you money by saving fuel, pay for themselves and improve public health.

Panacea wishes to express a special thanks to our volunteers for this fuel saving report, more to
come.
Panacea Banking Reform Research
The Panacea Banking reform page has begun a complete re write. Panacea previously announced
our faculty of economics page to help educate banking reform solutions and create a stable
monetary system. This Panacea resource allows the public to enforce this solution through a legal
mandate. An easy online resource was created which with enough numbers ENSURES the solution is
applied. This page presented a system to create interest‐free and fee‐free loans. This system not
only has already been done before but still allows banks to make a profit. The average “Joe”
would probably never realize this.
Panacea has just researched that the global public have annulled a World Bank debt by simply voting
on the internet! Imagine the entire debt crisis resolved in the world by the same action. The Euro,
Greece, Ireland etc... Not possible? Please read on.
In the United States, England, Australia, China and third world countries, where debt is presently out
of control, the power to “create credit” or "issue currency” for bank loans and charge interest on
them is unnecessarily in private hands. These private hands make a profit from the interest charged,
where at the end of the day all as they do is essentially book keeping!
Constitutionally it can be restored into the hands of government for the people and by the people.
Only then will money manipulation, usury or the burden of interest and fees on loans will not be
necessary. The current education system is not set up to prove this particular stable pecuniary
management of the public’s monetary needs.
How did the global public annul the fraudulent unjust World Bank debt? Can it be done in your
country and install a fair and honest banking system? YES. When the earth quake hit Haiti, guess
what the Avaaz organization did through its online members?

And earlier this month, hundreds of thousands of us raised our voices to cancel Haiti's unjust multi‐
billion debt. Our petition, joined by partner organizations around the world, was presented to the
IMF, key governments, and finally the G7 Finance ministers at a meeting on February 7th. That same
day, responding at last to the global outcry, the G7 announced that it would cancel Haiti's $1 billion
debt. It's a victory that will change lives. Instead of repaying loans made to dictator’s years ago, that
money will now go to schools, roads, and clinics. Reference
An online group with millions of members caused the unjust and fake money world banks to cancel
their debt. Imagine if in their request they had the installation of a fair money system? Well it all
starts with education.
There are communities operating an honest banking systems and have never suffered our present
woes. Why not Greece, Ireland, the euro zone or the United States, which cannot pay back its debt,
and why not England, and Australia, and others? The reality with their debt is like Haiti, an UNJUST
banking fraud. The banking cartels have been running a debt scam on money that’s doesn’t exist for
centuries.
They can be reformed with the Avaaaz method, Haiti is living proof. It HAS been done; we can then
give the government the issuing power for the people and not pay interest. Panacea will be creating
new banking reform pages to show exactly how these alternative systems are presently working how
they must be done to keep us from being future debt slaves.
The present education and banking system does not serve humanity, it creates unnecessary DEBT.
However to the general public, it is an economic crisis. In reality, it’s a transfer of wealth ‐ fictional
money creation against the freedom of people of the planet. Thankfully other communities operate
alternate & honest systems and we will be pouring a lot of time to piece them all together for the
public this year.

Panaceas raw organic plant based whole food nutrition
Panacea has made significant progress in filming our raw organic plant based whole food nutrition
production and PDF. We are now recruiting volunteers to use this menu to heal them report how
they reversed chronic disease. Many have done it; we have researched 5 documentaries where
independent film makers have enabled many to tell their success stories.
Panacea is presently helping one volunteer Moyra who has auto immune disease; she was quoted
one hundred and ten thousand dollars to treat her condition by allopathic medicine. Auto immune
disease has already been wiped out using plant based nutritional juicing.
There are many other elements to whole food medicine, as mentioned earlier we will be putting all
of these into one production to help the public. All your donations count in helping us achieve this
objective. We must start with self education to truly eradicate corruption and disease.

Here are some screenshots of what’s to come; this resource will be the biggest compilation of
recipes and education ever released into the public domain, spanning 100’s of examples open source
dishes and healing examples. Panacea will be creating will be creating a new channel for ongoing
recipes and plant based medicine.
When is a crepe actually good for you, and has cancer fighting nutrients? Can you make a crepe taste
good without dairy, bleached flour and refined sugar? YES, here is a raw food crepe with strawberry
sauce:

The Raw food Crepe

The crepe’s shell is made of food dehydrated banana and has all the nutrition intact. You can also
make healthy raw pancakes in the same way, healthier raw chocolate, deserts, salads and much
more. This menu prevents and reverses chronic disease. However presently this is not taught in
schools or provided free by government.
Here is what doctors and government are not telling you: Plant based raw organic whole foods not
only give you more energy but are medical foods with ESSENTIAL disease preventative actions.
Juicing super‐greens like spirulina and cereal grasses, using probiotics in raw yogurt, combining
phytonutrients in fruits and vegetables like broccoli, carrots, cabbage, beets and ginger means
superior liver function, energy and many other benefits. Here is one example of a liver support juice
called the “Panacea All Rounder”. We call it the “All Rounder” as it has many other benefits beside
liver support.

The Panacea all rounder featured in our up and coming new raw
organic plant based whole food production and PDF

Panacea Liver support “Panacea All Rounder”

2 tomatoes
1 carrot
1 beetroot, peeled
1 bell pepper (sometimes called capsicum)
1 cucumber
2 stalks of celery
1 cup of loosely packed fresh flat‐leaf parsley leaves
¼ cup alfalfa sprouts
1 or 2 cloves of garlic
1 or 2 shots of wheatgrass or barley grass juice
¼ cup dandelion leaves
1/2 lemon
One inch of Ginger
1 Tea spoon of Chlorella or Spirulina
1 table spoon of flax /hemp /Chia seed oil
½ cup loosely packed watercress
Sweeten with 2 apples
(Optional milk thistle herbs and other liver supporting herbs)
Process all of the ingredients except the wheatgrass juice
If you use milk thistle and other liver cleansing herbs, be sure to make them in a tea in advance and
let them COOL to room temperature before adding into the whole food juicer or cold press juicer.
You can use a whole food juicer, just add 2 cups of water, otherwise you can simple run these
through your
The multicoloured pigments from these vegetables and fruits have been shown to deliver superior
nutritional benefits. Cancer and many other “chronic” diseases cannot survive or develop with
Protective pigments like lutein, lycopene, beta‐carotene and anthocyanin which have become
catchwords for phytonutrient research in nutritional science.

Screenshot of a cancer preventative salad underway

The growing record of these 'defense foods’ means they are far superior to present allopathic
medical approaches. In most of the world, we are offered antibiotics, food stabilisers, cola, stress,
drugs, heavy metals and other toxins which have decimated our digestive biology.
By using Sulforaphane‐ a powerful phytonutrient naturally present in brassicas, concentrated
carotenes derived from spirulina and carrots, means our bodies can repair. Clinical studies have
shown that ginger is a natural anti‐inflammatory, carotenoids are beneficial in supporting healthy
eye function, beetroot is a rich source of cancer preventative anthocyanins, spirulina is the ultimate
functional food. There is much more.

Panacea Chlorophyll rich salad

Heart disease, auto immune disease and cancer can ONLY be wiped out by adopting the menu we
will be presenting. Super food menus must make their way into STANDARD meals, menus and
thinking. Here is a typical fruit salad with the omega 3 powers of Chia seeds

What will also be unique about the Panacea created resource is that we will make dishes that appeal
not just to the “raw food“community, but also to vegetarians and meat eaters. The goal is simple:
add more juicing and raw food into your diet. These fruit and vegetable combinations are what have
prevented and reversed disease. You can even add them to most of what you already eat.
If you or you know anyone out there who suffers from auto immune disease or any so called
“chronic disease”, please contact Panacea, we would like to help and have researched how to
reverse it. If you can obtain medicals records for us to present, we will give you many resources
which we have obtained to research for FREE.
Panacea hopes to make a minimum donation resource by next year to help our educational goals;
all donations will also help this effort to reverse not only disease, but also reverse the
disinformation.
Panaceas Industrial Hemp research
Panacea will be producing a fund raising video to launch a simple ground breaking industrial hemp
concept that can drastically help the environment. This concept is so effective that it will instantly
transform not only the environment but also the education in the world.
Calculate the amount of paper all the major newspapers and office suppliers of the world use per
year. Calculate the amount of tree’s and energy needed to recycle such amount, and then calculate
the chemicals needed.
Then compare all the world’s major newspapers and offices impact using industrial hemp. Not only
has hemp got the highest amount of papyrus needed to make paper, just one major newspaper
adopting industrial hemp would mean that forests are saved. Hemp is the most renewable resource
for paper making in the world. Why aren’t there any carbon offsets allocated to it?

Trees continue to be cut down for nothing but the papyrus content to make paper; hemp has a
SIGNIFICANTLY higher amount of papyrus and also removes CO2 (stated only to show how
government cannot argue with its merit).
Hemp can also create 29,000 more products that are renewable, NON TOXIC and superior over the
present .This means a country could be almost self sufficient in building and many others using this
resource, Panacea seems to be the only truth movement “pushing” this resource. And we have not
got into its cousin’s potential yet, the sativa strains medical applications.
If a major newspaper agreed to take up our offer to print using hemp to educate the world, its
readers would know about this resource and its uses virtually overnight, it would be an instant
environmental educational result.
This is why Panacea’s ideas need to get out there, we will need to fund raise to grow the hemp and
produce a pilot newspaper, and apply to the governments and UN for carbon offset on paper making
for major newspapers adopt a renewable approach that’s long overdue.
This year we will be educating builders about Hempcrete. The Australian Institute of Building
Surveyors (AIBS) NSW/ACT has sponsored Panacea to appear and talk about the benefits of using
hempcrete. Yes the building industry need independent organizations like ours to help them.
Panacea will film this and open source it to the world.

Hemp Building

Working on no budget, we will show them how industrial hemp is superior for the building industry
and the benefits of using Hempcrete. The following screenshots are courtesy of
http://www.hempcrete.com.au/ and show some benefits.

New planned Panacea Video productions:

Alternative medicine ‐ Colloidal silver production
Chemtrail activist tools video production featuring help from a private investigator and individuals
with air sampling equipment

Panacea University Technical News

Panacea’s report on the Steorn technology
Finally after nearly 2 years of research, we can report, like all in the Steorn developer forum, that a
replication of a working free energy device from Steorn’s intellectual property is nonexistent. It took
a lot of time and sponsorship by our trustee Rolf to be able to report this. We owe him a lot.

Steorns intellectual property packed up and ready to use for spare parts

We can report after investigating for the public that their intellectual property will not result in any
replications of any working free energy devices. Their developer forum is now gone, developers are
left with nothing and we have moved on to more promising things. Panacea has the capacity to
investigate any free energy device out there and has already investigated reported the working
Hidro device.
As for Steorn, their claims cannot be taken seriously anymore by us, they now claim to have a
working heater: We will not be sourcing funds to investigate this, as they are capable of
demonstrating their claims on their own.
steorn.com/heating/
Dr Ronald Stifflers PSEC Technology

A screenshot of Ben tutoring about the PSEC tuning

Ben AKA “Inquorate” on the forums is a talented open source engineer, new dad, and the admin of
heretical builder’s forum. Ben has cofounded a brilliant technical support forum for open source
free energy research, donated an oscilloscope to Panacea, and his time to help train others how to

replicate Dr Ronald Stifflers PSEC. Ben is one of those engineers we can say you can always rely on to
peruse the truth. Ben really won us over with his help and has teamed up with us to shoot a video
production to help people replicate the PSEC device. As you read this we are now in the middle of
editing the video “PSEC tuning” as a tribute to Heretical Builders’ brilliant work. Many thanks to Ben
for his altruism; he inspired the hell out of us.

A screenshot of Ben tutoring about the PSEC tuning

The PSEC device would have to be one of the most interesting we have ever investigated, especially
since it is within reach of replication with the proper equipment. We have been trying to acquire the
needed equipment at this time. To replicate this device it is advised you have:
Oscilloscope ‐ Hantek DSO‐2250
Something with a higher sensitivity would be preferred.
DSO‐2250 has a sensitivity of 10mV/Div and an input impedence of 1MO 25pF.
FFT (Fast Fourier Transform / spectrum analysis) is a must have.
Signal generator – Hantek DDS‐3X25
Tuning knowledge is essential and thanks to Ben we will have this in the public domain soon. In the
meantime, please visit and support the heretical builder’s forum.
Other Panacea university opens source projects
There are a few underrated projects out there to do; these include the $563 solar panel
(http://solartechtown.com/?page_id=159) Speaking of solar technology recently Stefan the
administrator of the over unity forum reminded us of the NEGLECT with the Nitinol heat engine.
In his Nitinol video He writes “ The oil industry did kill this technology for bigger Sterling engine. A
1KW Nitinol heat engine should cost today less than $300 US. And you can power it with low heat
solar power and it will be more efficient than Photovoltaic or Nuclear power technology. Regards,
Stefan.

We digress, there are other neglected projects out there and it is where it is at in our opinion,
speaking of which Panacea will be continuing our research into the F.M.Chalkalis gravity driving
system. Soon we hope our respected engineer and trustee Rolf will be able to attempt replication.

Taken from the video ‐F.M.Chalkalis open source gravity driving system

Our respected Trustee Rolf has already contributed an open source robotic arm to the world and will
be finalizing the details through the Panacea University soon. We also hope to look into the open
source GAP‐power magnetic/gravity system this year.

Panacea’s Weather engineering research and development
It’s been a challenging cycle with the weather around the world, Panacea is continuing to try and
perfect the gentle way to manage it. We are still learning how to replicate the etheric weather
engineering technology donated to us by Trevor James Constable. The background on this clean and
no chemical way can be found on our drought relief page

Airborne weather engineering tests

So far we have had many learning experiences but cannot report any stage of replication. However
we have learned enough to know that our equipment is not strong enough and we will be building
stronger equipment. After this we hope to educate the world of this life saving technology.

Ground unit weather engineering tests

Upon final testing, Panacea intends to demonstrate this technology publicly and take the knowledge
to the people; it is only the public who can only police the corruption and politicians. Your nonprofit
organization is the only institute which pledges to use donations to educate the world of the
altruistic gentleman whom have been performing this drought relief work.
This technology has a CONTINUED line of neglect and suppression; this is the only known process
that is able to create atmospheric self regulation and repair drought affected areas. It is essential
knowledge to help advance humanity. So far it has not been easy to get it publicly known, however
now we finally have a capacity to wake the world up and honor the pioneers who originally set out
to educate the world with this process. The late Wilhelm Reich has been trying to advance education
with this method since the 1950’s. We will then help the Australian Murray River drought and gather
data to validate the process to help ALL other countries.
We wish to sincerely thank our loyal friends for their consistent donations which got us ALL this far.
WE have the knowledge now and can apply it to work for humanity. We are grateful to all of our
supporters for being the only ones to help achieve this so far. WE are in their debt. After all the

equipment is completed, we will be the first community effort to finally get this technology known
and help humanity.
The only activism of its kind is present on the Panacea Activism page
Panacea’s activism work covers a wide range of neglected subject matter. No other organization
profiles the same amount of content together. There are many Issues like chemtrails, fluoride,
vaccines, The Disclosure Project (government UFO cover), which need an organization behind ALL of
them doing public petitioning and helping with public education.
Being able to consolidate all of these issues and use one petition to address and create public
pressure is an objective move created by Panacea. The signatures are rising, however volunteers
with experience are required. If you are experienced in class actions, mandates or others, please
contact us for your ideas so that we can help take our collected signatures further. In the meantime,
petition signing on the Panacea site is essential to raise awareness.
Activism is an important life skill, there are many rainforests, ocean life forms, even landscape
stopped from multinationals due to class actions, mandates and petitions and general activism.
Today, it is an important life skill and necessary. One million signatures are possible and can
contribute to attacking the source. Please help and pass this link around, it was hard work all of us
collecting info – Providing your name, e‐mail, and country is easy at the following link – It is all it
takes to help the activism that we are involved in.
http://www.panacea‐bocaf.org/forms/evidenceofconcern.php
Always Refresh the Pages on the BOCAF site
PLEASE ALWAYS REFRESH THE PAGES (by pressing the F5 key) WHEN VISITNG THE PANACEA SITE,
UNFORTUNATE MISTAKES DUE TO TIME CONTRAINTS AND BEING UNDERSTAFFED ARE BEING CORRECTED
AND NEW CONTENT IS BEING ADDED. Please contact us if you see any mistakes. We appreciate any help

and feedback. We are understaffed at this time. Please sign our petitions; it’s as easy as name,
email, and country.

Panacea needs you and donations!
Panacea cannot survive on a shoe string budget, if you can assist us in any way, shape or form,
please help and donate. If you are involved in or can help with any of the subject matter presented
on our projects page, please contact us for collaborative work. Only united can we all work
effectively to stop subjugation.
The proceeds derived from materials offered on this website are carefully utilized toward various
projects to bring about a better future for all. Please help us deliver suppressed education and
alternative FREE energy technologies to the public by making a donation.
There are many ways to render assistance towards the reaching of the goals of Panacea‐BOCAF. You
may, for instance, contribute any ideas or input ‐ let us know of a new website or a replicable project
or any such thing. You can also become a volunteer or even offer a donation. It is possible to assist
the Panacea‐BOCAF foundation by mailing any form of financial assistance to the following address:

Care of Panacea‐BOCAF
12/23 Darryl St Loganlea Brisbane Queensland
Australia 4131
A reminder for Security
To all our new subscribers‐ It is Important note that should your news letter not show up and / or
the Panacea web site ever be taken down, or anything suspicious like a non response from the
nonprofit organization ever occurs ‐ Please email from the link below (save this link). Along with the
following text template provided. Please email the Panacea web site BEFORE hand to double check.

Queensland Police headquarters.
Police Headquarters
Queensland Police Service
200 Roma Street
BRISBANE QLD 4000
Telephone: (07) 3364 6464 (TTY ‐ (07) 3364 4655)
Facsimile: (07) 3236 2359
GPO Box 1440
BRISBANE QLD 4001
Queensland Police Service Internet Web Site ‐ http://www.police.qld.gov.au
Hello, I am a news letter subscriber of a nonprofit organization at Panacea‐bocaf.org. I am sending
this email in order to inform you that the nonprofit organization which is engaged in research and
development into alternative and suppressed FREE energy technology may have been targeted and
or intimidated. Their news letter has not turned up and or there is no response from their web site. As
a news letter subscriber this email has been sent as a precaution, I am acting as a deterrent and as a
“watch dog” of their operations. Newsletter subscribers have been informed that the nonprofit
organization has visited your police station to go on record detailing that they are perusing this
research and further that intimidation or interference may possibly occur. Plus they have reported
that previous intimidation has occurred to their registered engineers. Therefore we the news letter
subscribers are advised that if anything suspicious arises, for the news letter subscriber to send you
this concerned email. Please look into the situation immediately. Regards….

Send the Email to this link below ‐ Save this link!
http://www.police.qld.gov.au/Forms/contact.asp
We are happy to report that no suspicious behavior has happened to your nonprofit organization or
to any of our open source engineers despite us being involved in this genre of research that
threatens the “status quo”. The Panacea’s trustees would like to personally congratulate you for
playing a continued successful security role with your news letter subscription. Thank you for your
critically needed support! – We look forward to reporting to you in the next newsletter which is due
in OCTOBER 2012.
Please check our news section on the Panacea‐BOCAF site for new video productions coming
soon. The nonprofit organization’s volunteers are proud to work for the public and look forward to
reporting our public service to you soon! Thank you again for your subscription.
Sincerely,
The trustee’s of Panacea‐BOCAF.

